First-year graduate students just wasting time?
Prevalence and use of Twitter among scholars
Introduction
A number of researchers have examined scholarly use of the microblogging
service Twitter. This research is of interest to scientometricians, because
scholars' tweets can be easily mined and measured, revealing information
about scholarly impact and practices. For instance, many investigators have
extracted insights from tweets about academic conferences (Letierce,
Passant, Breslin, & Decker, 2010; Ross, Terras, Warwick, & Welsh, 2011;
Stankovic, Rowe, & Laublet, 2010). Others have examined scholars' use of
Twitter to cite journal articles (Priem & Costello, 2010; Weller, Dröge, &
Puschmann, 2011).
One major problem with work addressing scholars' use of Twitter, however, is
the difficulty of obtaining a representative sampling of tweeting scholars
(Weller & Puschmann, 2011). We know a lot about certain small, self-selected
communities but almost nothing about how many or what kind of scholars
use the service overall, or whether they tend to use it for scholarly or more
personal purposes. Some have speculated that “a first year graduate student
has a lot more time to waste on Twitter than a professor actively seeking
tenure” (Crotty, 2011). We collected data to find out if this was true.

Questions
1. How many scholars are on Twitter?
1. What is the rate of adoption for scholars on Twitter?
2. Are certain ranks or disciplines more likely to be on Twitter than
others?
2. Do scholars use Twitter to communicate scholarship?
1. Do certain ranks or disciplines use Twitter for scholarship more than
others?

Methods
Our goal in this study was to obtain a robust, random sample of tweeting
scholars that could support statistical inference on the population as a whole,
without the sample bias present in earlier efforts. To do this, we selected five
diverse, representative US and UK universities. Using manual searches of
department web pages, we compiled a list of all the scholars (defined as fulltime faculty, postdocs, or doctoral students) at each one; results are shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1

We then used the Twitter user/search API method to find Twitter user profiles
that matched our scholars' names. 3019 scholars returned more that 20
potential name matches; we called this the “common name” group, and
removed them from the sample; they are not included in the subsequent
analysis.
The remaining 5807 scholars returned 17177 twitter accounts. 9139 of these
were discarded, as they had no identifying information save name, so we
could not be sure they were the same person as our scholar. For the
remaining 8038 twitter accounts, we used a combination of automatic scripts
and manual inspection to make positive matches between scholars and
potentially matching accounts, considering evidence from departmental
webpages and the Twitter profile fields for name, location, description (a brief
bio), URL, username, and picture.
This gave us a list of 230 scholars with confirmed Twitter accounts; this
number is certainly an undercount, since many accounts did not have enough
information for a positive ID. We then returned to the Twitter API to gather all
the public tweets for these users. The last 20 of each user's tweets (n=2774)
were coded using inductively-generated codes by the first author, and
checked for inter-rater reliability by the second; Cohen's Kappa was .77,
considered “good” or “excellent” agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977; Ciccheti &
Showalter, 1988).

Preliminary results
RQ1. We defined “active” twitter users as ones who had either 1) tweeted in
the last 90 days or 2) not exceeded their largest gap between tweets to date.
Of 178 users with extant public tweets, 145 were active; this is 2.5% of the
entire sample of scholars.
RQ1.1 Fig. 2 (which would be larger and a bit more complex on the poster)
shows consistent growth in the number scholarly tweeters after a slow
introduction and a dramatic early climb.

Figure 2

RQ1.2 We compared the disciplinary breakdown (using a set of five
“superdisciplines”) of scholars on Twitter to that of scholars not on Twitter
with a chi-square test and found no evidence of significant difference (p=.02;
we chose to use a .01 significance level due to the high n and number of
tests in the study). We also failed to find a significant difference for rank
(faculty vs. non-faculty, p=.10). These results suggest scholars of a given
rank or discipline are not overrepresented on Twitter.
RQ2. Inductive coding led us to six content categories, distributed across the
tweets sample according to Fig. 3:
•

is knowledge: a scholarly fact from the user's discipline.

•

knowledge pointer (peer reviewed): a link to a peer-reviewed article or
book in the tweeter's field.

•

knowledge pointer (not reviewed): as above, but not peer-reviewed

•

logistic: scholarly dates, calls, announcements, etc.

•

scholarly experience: casual mentions of work, teaching etc.

•

not scholarly: none of the above.

Figure 3

RQ2.1. We calculated the number of each scholars' tweets that were
“scholarly” (categories 1-4 above), and used linear regression to determine
what factors predicted higher proportions of scholarly tweets. We found no
significant differences among disciplines, but found faculty have significantly
larger proportions of scholarly tweets compared to non-faculty (p<.001).

Discussion
Our data are encouraging for scientometricians interested in Twitter for three
reasons:
•

Twitter growth among scholars is steady, and data suggest we may
anticipate future growth in the number and percentage of scholars on
Twitter.

•

Twitter is a scholarly communication medium. Scholars discuss,
converse, and share links to peer-reviewed articles as well as grey
literature and announcements. Our relatively unbiased sample allows
us to make this claim with a high degree of confidence, compared to
earlier studies.

•

We found no evidence that rank or discipline disproportionally affected
scholars’ use of Twitter or presence on Twitter. This is useful because it
suggests that metrics gathered from the scholarly tweetstream are
sampling a fairly representative mix of scholars. There was one
exception: faculty are more likely to author scholarly tweets compared
with non-faculty.

Our findings support continued investigation of Twitter as a scholarly medium
and as a source for new metrics. For example, future work could mine
scholarly links on Twitter to create new “altmetrics” of scholarly impact
(Priem, Taraborelli, Groth, & Neylon, 2010).
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